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UPDATE 

 

Update – 2019-01-03 – shareholding of CIBM-FM Mont-Bleu ltée, Radio Beauce inc., Radio CJFP (1986) ltée, Radio 

Montmagny inc. et Radio Rimouski inc. 

 

Decision CRTC 2020-280 – approved the acquisition by Radio Bas-St-Laurent inc. of the assets of CFYX-FM Rimouski 

from Radio Rimouski inc. Note: Closing date of the transaction was 15 September 2020. 

 

Update – 2021-05-03– shareholding of Radio Beauce inc. 

 

Administrative Decision CRTC L2022-05 – approved a change in ownership and effective control of 9022-6242 Québec 

inc. through the transfer of all of the shares held by Mr. Yvon Savoie (51.5%) and Mrs. Cécile Duchesneau (48.5%) to 

Radio Beauce inc. Note: The transaction closed on 2 March 2022. 

 

NOTICE 

The CRTC ownership charts reflect the transactions approved by the Commission and are based on information supplied 

by licensees. The CRTC does not assume any responsibility for discrepancies between its charts and data from outside 

sources or for errors or omissions which they may contain. 
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APPENDIX 

 

 

Notes:  

The percentages in this chart refer to voting rights only. 

 

The identification (M) after a call sign and location of a radio or television listed below, indicates an originating station with 

rebroadcasting transmitter(s)  

 

The identification (O) after a call sign and location of a radio or television listed below, indicates an originating station 

without rebroadcasting transmitters 

 

 

OWNERSHIP 

 

Guy Simard owns: 

 

 9022-6242 Québec inc. 

 CIBM-FM Mont Bleu ltée 

 Radio Bas-St-Laurent inc. 

 Radio Beauce inc. 

 Radio CJFP (1986) ltée and 

 Radio Montmagny inc. 

 

9022-6242 Québec inc. is 100% held by Radio Beauce inc. 

 

CIBM-FM Mont Bleu ltée is held as follows: 

 

 30.41% by Guy Simard 

 64.47% by Radio CJFP (1986) ltée and 

   5.12%  by other Canadian shareholders 

 

Radio Bas-St-Laurent inc. is held as follows: 

 

 88.10% by Guy Simard 

   5.95% by CIBM-FM Mont-Bleu ltée 

   3.57% by Radio CJFP (1986) ltée and 

   2.38%   by other Canadian shareholders 

 

Radio Beauce inc. is held as follows: 

 

 84.34% by Guy Simard 

   8.43% by Radio CJFP (1986) ltée 

   4.82% by CIBM-FM Mont-Bleu ltée and 

   2.41% by other Canadian shareholders 

 

Radio CJFP (1986) ltée is held as follows: 

 

 95.30% by Guy Simard 

   2.35% by CIBM-FM Mont-Bleu ltée and 

   2.35% by other Canadian shareholders 

 

Radio Montmagny inc. is held as follows: 

 

 77.90% by Guy Simard  

 13.68% by Radio CJFP (1986) ltée and 

   8.42% by other Canadian shareholders 

 

 

LICENSEES 

 

9022-6242 Québec inc. is licence of the following radio programming undertaking: 

 

Quebec 

CHLC-FM Baie Comeau (M) 
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CIBM-FM Mont Bleu ltée is licensee of the following radio programming undertakings: 

 

Quebec 

- CHOX-FM La Pocatière (M) 

- CIBM-FM Rivière-du-Loup (M) 

 

 

Radio Bas-St-Laurent inc. is licensee of the following radio programming undertaking: 

 

Quebec 

- CFYX-FM Rimouski (M) 

 

 

Radio Beauce inc. is licensee of the following radio programming undertakings: 

 

Quebec 

- CHJM-FM Saint Georges (O) 

- CKRB-FM Saint Georges de Beauce (O) 

 

 

Radio CJFP (1986) ltée is licensee of the following radio programming undertakings: 

 

Quebec 

- CIEL-FM Rivière-du-Loup (M) 

- CIEL-FM-4 Trois-Pistoles (O) 

 

 

Radio Montmagny inc. is licensee of the following radio programming undertaking: 

 

Quebec 

- CIQI-FM Montmagny (M) 
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